
                                                                                                 

                             From the Desk of Anthony Masiello 

                           “Momentum Abounds! “ 

Dear Friends and Supporters: 

      Even in these most difficult times, I am proud to say that our Board and Supporters have kept “their eyes 

on the prize!”   Momentum, according to Merriam- Websters “is a vector quantity that describes the amount 

of mass in motion.”  Simply put, whenever you have momentum, there will also be energy of motion. And 

energy of motion describes the concerted efforts that all of our friends as we move forward to reaching the 

prize- our very own Italian Cultural Center! Growing up on the West Side formed my character and I consider 

it a great honor.  One thing I learned is that some days you’re up and some days you’re down. Well we are 

back up. We have surrounded ourselves with good people and results speak for themselves!       

 We appreciate our dear friend Tony Picone who is donating our carpentry and finishing work!               -Tony                                    

                                                                  

 

The Future Donna Fiorella Fireplace Room; Rocco Termini, Lou Terragnoli and John Vecchio visit the site. 

Leaded glass windows that await the craftsman who will restore them to their former beauty!  



 Construction Abounds! 

       

 

 

 



                                                                                                                              

Grazie! 

      Goal= $2+ Million / Raised =  $1.5 Million                                       

     Our Honor Roll of Donors continues to grow! Most recently gifts received: (with donor permission)  

 Many thanks to Board Member Maria Foss for always uplifting CCI Team Spirit!  

 Erie County Executive Director Mark Poloncarz made good on his $25,000 Grant 

completing a $50,000 total investment in our project. Thanks Mark!  

 Gypsum Systems President, Anthony Adinolfe, is donating $10,000 worth of drywall 

product for our CCI site!   

 Board Member Michael Giallombardo is doing a great job of leading the Exhibit 
Committee. The intent is to have compelling and interactive exhibits to tell our powerful 
story!   Michael will keep us updated on the committee’s progress and recommendations.    

 Broadcast Veteran and Station Manager, Don Angelo, has invited Dr. Giacobbe and John 

Vecchio to be guests on WEBR on Tuesday, July 21st @ 1:15.  Host Jack Horohoe will 

explore the latest updates on our historic CCI Project!  
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